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1. INTRODUCTION
Concrete has been widely used over many years by

military and civil engineers in the design and construction
of protective structures to resist impact and explosive loads.
Potential missiles/projectiles include kinetic munitions, vehicle
and aircraft crashes, fragments generated by military and
terrorist bombing, fragments generated by accidental explosions
and other events (e.g., failure of a pressurised vessel,
failure of a turbine blade or other high-speed rotating machines),
flying objects due to natural forces (tornados, volcanos,
meteoroids), etc. These projectiles vary broadly in their
shapes and sizes, impact velocities, hardness, rigidities,
impact attitude (i.e., obliquity, yaw, tumbling, etc.) and
produce a wide spectrum of damage to the target. Impacting
missiles can be classified as either hard or soft depending
upon whether the missile deformability is small or large
relative to the target deformability. Hard projectile impact
results in both local wall damage and in overall dynamic
response of the target wall. Local damage consists of spalling
of concrete from the front (impacted) face and scabbing
of concrete from the rear face of the target together with
missile penetration into the target. Overall dynamic response
of the target wall consists of flexural deformations. A potential
flexural or shear failure will occur if the local strain energy
capacity of the wall does not exceed the kinetic energy
input to the wall by the striking hard missile.

The effects of the impact of a hard projectile on a
concrete target have been studied since mid-1700s mainly
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due to the continuous interest in designing high-performance
missiles and protective barriers. The recent requirement to
assess the safety of concrete containment vessels for nuclear
reactors has also contributed considerably to the current
understanding of local impact effects on concrete targets.
The initial stiffness of target as well as the ultimate strength
increases both in compression and tension. Further, the
concrete-strain capacity increases under dynamic loading
due to tension stiffening. When a projectile of certain mass
and velocity hits a concrete target, concrete generally crushed
and cracked, and the structure experiences shaking and
vibration depending on the relative period of structure and
impact pulse duration. The pressure at the front of the nose
of the projectile is several times higher than the static uniaxial
strength and lateral confining pressure of concrete. In addition,
stress waves may propagate from the tip of the nose of the
projectile. Since concrete is very weak in tension, the tensile
wave generated when the compressive wave hits the backside
of the component may cause scabbing at the backside and
cracking in lateral direction. Both the compressive strength
and tensile strength of concrete are thus important parameters
for evaluating the depth of penetration. The crater size
depends on the tensile strength. Both small-scale lab tests
and full-scale prototype tests have been used to study
impact on concrete targets. These have led to various empirical
formulae and analytical models to understand the impact
behaviour. The depth of penetration is a function of the
impact velocity, angle of inclination of impact, mass and
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shape of the projectile and target.
There are three important approaches for studying

local effects on a concrete target arising from projectile
impact, namely experimental, analytical, and numerical methods.
Experimental data are always important for extending the
understanding of impact phenomena and for validating
analytical and numerical models. Empirical formulae based
on experimental data are especially important due to the
easiness and simplicity to represent the complex phenomena.
Several design codes employ empirical formulae for the
design of protective barriers. Simple and accurate analytical
models can be developed when the underpinning mechanics
of the local effects of the missile impact are understood.
This approach offers the most efficient and economic way
of predicting these effects and helps to extend the range
of validity of empirical formulae based on experiments.

With the rapid development of testing procedures,
computational tools, computational mechanics, and material
constitutive models, the numerical simulation of projectile
impact effects becomes more reliable and economical1-8. To
get a first order approximation of projectile impact effects,
empirical formulae can be useful. In the case of an analytical
model, representation of projectile as rigid is a major limitation,
i.e., the deformation and failure of the projectile are negligible.
The deformation and damage of the projectile may become
important either when the impact velocity is high or when
the hardness of the projectile is low. There is scope to
improve the analytical model by changing the projectile
characteristics. Many material models are used in finite
element simulation. Each material model requires special
material parameters/constants to conduct analysis. Further,
specific limitations are built-in for each material model.

2. BACKGROUND
Local and overall impact phenomena for hard missile

impact are schematically shown in Fig. 1. With very low
velocities, the missile will strike the target wall and bounce
off without creating any local damage. As the velocity
increases, pieces of concrete are spalled (ejected) off the
front or impacted face of the target. This spalling forms
a spall crater that extends over a substantially bigger area
than the cross-sectional area of the striking projectile. As
the velocity continues to increase, the projectile will penetrate
the target to depths beyond the depth of the spall crater,
forming a cylindrical penetration hole with a diameter only
slightly bigger than the missile diameter. As the penetration
depth increases, the projectile will stick to the concrete
target rather than rebounding. At this stage the impact
meets the criteria of a plastic impact. However, even at
lesser penetration depths, the impact can be approximately
treated as a plastic impact when determining the energy
absorbed by the impacted target. Further increase in velocity
produces cracking of the concrete on the back surface
followed by scabbing (ejection) of concrete from this rear
surface. The zone of scabbing will generally be much wider
but not as deep as the front-face crater. Once scabbing
begins, the depth of penetration will increase rapidly. For

low barrier thickness-to-projectile diameter ratio (< 5) the
pieces of scabbed concrete can be large in size and have
substantial velocities. As the projectile velocity increases
further, perforation of the target will occur as the penetration
hole extends through to the scabbing crater. Still higher
velocities will cause the projectile to exit from the rear face
of the target. Upon plastic impact, portions of the total
kinetic energy of the impacting projectile are converted
to strain energy associated with deformability of the projectile
and energy losses associated with target penetration. The
reminder of the energy is absorbed or given as input to
the target. This absorbed energy results in overall target
response that includes flexural deformation of the target
barrier and deformation of its supporting structure.

3. EMPIRICAL FORMULAE
Hanchak9, et al. compared the penetration resistance

for concrete specimens with unconfined compressive strengths
of 40 MPa and 140 MPa, showing only minor difference
in protective performance for projectiles with length/diameter
(L/D) = 5.66 and caliber radius  head (CRH) = 3.0. The
predicted penetration depth values using the empirical
formulae were lower compared to experimental values in
the case of high-trength concrete. David and Yankelevsky10

analysed the local response of concrete slabs to low-speed
missile impact and compared the results with those predicted
by the empirical formulae proposed by Petry, the Army
Corps of Engineers, NDRC, Kar  and UKAEA. But the
comparison was done for limited experimental studies and
inconsistencies in results were observed. Teland and Sjol11

predicted penetration depth employing various empirical
formulae. It was observed that there had been large variations
for predicted penetration depth between different formulae
when penetration of flat-nosed projectiles in concrete was

Figure 1. Missile impact effects on concrete target:
(a) penetration, (b)  cone cracking, (c)  spalling, (d)
cracks on: (i) proximal face and (ii) distal face, (e)
scabbing, (f) perforation, and (g) overall target response.

(a)        (b)   (c)       (d)
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considered. Hakan and Hansson12 conducted studies using
Conwep formula to predict penetration depths of projectile
in concrete and the predicted values were compared with
the experimental observations. Modifications and limitations
for the Conwep formula were suggested to consider projectiles
with a length-to-diameter ratio between 6 and 10 and with
caliber head radius between 2 and 6. The modified model
exhibited a fair agreement with the experimental penetration
depth as mentioned in the literature. To the best of authors�
knowledge, the information on the performance and applicability
of well known empirical formulae is scanty. There is scope
and need for studying the performance of these empirical
formulae for evaluation of penetration depth in concrete.

Several empirical formulae are available in the literature
for evaluation of penetration depth, scabbing limit, and
perforation limit. The details of important empirical formulae
are given in Appendix 1 as Table 1.

3.1 Observations
Most of the empirical formulae are obtained by curve

fitting test data and are unit-dependent. The empirical formulae
are limited by the range of validity, applicable within the
limits of the tests from which the data were acquired. Further,
it is observed that most of empirical formulae are dimensionally
inhomogeneous, which makes it difficult to conduct parametric
analysis. From the review, it was observed that the penetration
depth values computed by employing Conwep and Haldar
formulae exhibit better performance.

4. ANALYTICAL  MODELS
Local impact effects of a hard (rigid) projectile on a

concrete target are based on  the assumption that the
deformation and the failure of the projectile are negligible.
The deformation and damage of the projectile may become
important either when the impact velocity is high or when
the hardness of the projectile is low. The concrete target
is idealised as a homogeneous material for simplicity in
most analytical models. The overall target response is normally
neglected and most models focus on local impact analysis.
However, the overall target response might play an important
role in local missile impact effects for low impact velocities
and/or high structural flexibilities. Several analytical models
are available in the literature42-46.

4.1 Formulation of the Penetration Resistance of
Target
The critical issue in an analytical penetration model

is to formulate the resultant penetration resistance force,
FR, applied on the projectile by the target medium during
the penetration process. The linear motion of the rigid
projectile is governed by Newton�s second law:

R

dV
M F

dt
= - (1)

with initial conditions

0at0 == tVV and X=0 at t=0 (2)

where, V = dX/dt, X and V are the instantaneous penetration
depth and projectile velocity, M is the mass of the projectile
Equations (1) and (2) control the motion of the projectile
and thus, the penetration depth.

The penetration resistance has been formulated as a
function of the projectile velocity to include the dynamic
effects in a penetration process47. Often, the penetration
resistance takes the form of a binomial function of the
instantaneous projectile velocity48,49 as

2
R R 1 2 3F =F (V)=A +A +A V (3)

where, A
1
, A

2
, and A

3
 can be treated approximately as constant

parameters determined by the geometry of the projectile
nose and the mechanical properties of the target. It has
been shown by Forrestal50, et al. that a two-term penetration
resistance (i.e., A

2
 = 0 in Eqn. (3)) gave excellent agreement

with instrumented experimental results, which, however,
under-estimated the experimental results for a 39 MPa concrete
target when the CRH of the projectile becomes large. A
more realistic expression of the resistance function34 is:

 2
RF =A(a+bV ) (4)

where, A is the cross-sectional area of the projectile nose
(A = A

0 
when the projectile nose is completely embedded

into the target, where A
0
 is the cross-sectional area of the

projectile shank) and a and b are constants to be determined
by the geometry of the projectile nose and the mechanical
properties of the target.

A linear expression for the penetration resistance was
suggested by We51,52 as

( )R c cF =A áf +â ñf V (5)

where, f
c
 is a measure of the quasi-static target material

strength and a and b are constants that are determined
either theoretically or experimentally. Values of a, b and
f

c
 were recommended for four common nose shapes and

various target materials and reasonable agreement between
predictions and experimental data were obtained for a collection
of penetration and perforation tests.

In the last decade, the dynamic cavity expansion theory
has been applied to study deep penetrations for metal,
concrete, and soil targets54-56. Li and Chen53 further extended
Forrestal�s concrete and penetration model55,57 to projectiles
of general nose shapes and two independent non-dimensional
parameters were introduced to determine the penetration
depth. When the interface friction between the projectile
nose and concrete medium is neglected, the axial resistance
force on the projectile nose can be expressed as53,57:

forRF =cx x<kd (6)

during cratering (related to spalling) and tunneling, where
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where, d is diameter of the proectile, v is velocity of the
projectile, M is mass of the projectile, p is density, c is
constant, and x is the distance from the projectile.

In addition to the projectile velocity, penetration depth
has been considered in the formulation of the penetration
resistance function, i.e.,

R RF =F (x;V) (12)

A polynomial function of X and V was introduced by
Murff and coyle58 for penetration:

2
R 1 2 3 4 5F =A +A x+A x +A V+A Vx+.... (13)

where, coefficient A
i
 were determined from experimental

data for different projectile diameters, nose lengths, and
impact velocities.

An approximate penetration theory, based on a separable
form was employed to help the establishment of the modified
NDRC formula15,22, viz.,

R
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where, the function g, which is non-dimensional, is given
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where, N* is the nose shape factor defined in the modified
NDRC formula. Equations (14)-(17) together with Eqns (1)
and (2) lead to the modified NDRC penetration formula.

Riera59 suggested an alternative function, the b  function,
of  the normalised penetration distance. The resistance
function was independent of V, i.e., in Eqn (14), f(V)=1
and

4
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where, N* is the nose factor introduced in the modified
NDRC formula. Based on  Equations (1), (2) and (18), the

penetration formula was given in terms of the impact factor
introduced by Haldar & Hamieh39 and b

1
 b

2 
and c were

obtained through a regression method by fitting experimental
data on penetration depth as given by Haldar & Hamieh39

to give
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x x
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    (19)

where I
a
 is defined in Haldar-Hamieh formula.

4.2 Observations
Most of the analytical models are based on the assumption

that the deformation and failure of the projectile are negligible.
The deformation and damage of the projectile may become
significant either when the impact velocity is high or when
the hardness of the projectile is low. Normal impact is
assumed in most of the models. The important aspect in
an analytical model is to formulate the resultant penetration
resistance force. The target resistance to penetration is
to be represented properly. From the review, it is observed
that the models proposed by Forrestal and Tzou49 and
Forrestal50, et al. seem to be reliable.

5. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
5.1 Numerical Simulation for Concrete Targets

Numerical simulations of dynamic structural response
have become increasingly important for concrete structural
design against impact loads. In contrast to empirical formulae,
these provide information on stress and deformation fields,
which may be used to improve the resistance of the concrete.
There are several commercial codes available for impact
simulations, namely, LS-DYNA, AUTODYN, and ABAQUS.
Generally, numerical simulations are based on interactions
between material elements or particles, coupled with material
constitutive models. Various discrete methods have been
applied for concrete media to meet the requirements of
application to impact loads. These include the finite difference
methods (FDM), finite element methods (FEM), boundary
element method, mesh-free methods (e.g., smooth particle
hydrodynamics (SPH)), etc. The discrete element methods
(DEM) capture the damage and failure features of brittle
solids. As with FEM, the space of the medium is mapped
on to an assembly of indivisible elements. Proper interactions
between elements are defined based on the mechanical
properties and cohesion of the medium. A fracture (failure)
criterion needs to be satisfied at each step for the validity
of the interactive laws. Meanwhile, collision laws are used
to determine the repulsive interactions for failed elements.
Over the last 30 years, many finite element models for
reinforced concrete structures have been developed. However,
this area still needs further research; mainly because of
the difficulty in modelling concrete for FE analysis. Reinforced
concrete has a very complex behaviour, involving factors
such as:
� nonlinear stress-strain response, including tensile cracking

bi-axial stiffening, and strain softening,
� material failure under multiaxial stress state,
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� post-fracture behaviour, and
� interaction between the concrete and reinforcement.

Most concrete models employed in numerical simulations
are based on phenomenological descriptions of its macroscopic
behaviour obtained in unixial and triaxial loadings. Concrete
behaviour under compression is most important for impact
applications. It has been widely accepted that the unconfined
uniaxial compressive stress-strain relation can be divided
into three regimes, as shown in Fig. 2.

generally been based on replacing the composite continuum
by an assembly of elements representing the concrete
and the steel reinforcement. From the literature, it has
been observed that three techniques are mainly employed
for modelling reinforcement in a 3-D FEM of a concrete
structure: smeared model, embedded model, and discrete
model. The specific technique is chosen depending on
the application and the degree of detail in which the
model needs to be developed. However, most of the difficulties
in modelling reinforced concrete behaviour depend on
the development of an effective and realistic concrete
material formulation and not in the modelling of the
reinforcement68-76.

5.2.1.1 Smeared Model
In the smeared model, the reinforcement is assumed

to be uniformly distributed over the concrete elements,
(Fig. 3). As a result, the properties of the material model
in the element are constructed from individual properties
of concrete and reinforcement using composite theory.
This technique is generally applied for large structural
models, where reinforcement details are not essential to
capture the overall response of the structure.

The most frequently used phenomenological concrete
model is the combination of an equation-of-state (EOS) in
hydrostatic-stress space, an elastic-plastic deformation and
failure model (i.e., a strength model) in deviatoric stress
space, as an extension of the metal plasticity model (e.g.
Meyers,60). For an elastic-plastic deformation and failure
model, nonlinear plasticity theory with a hydrostatic-dependent
yield surface and a non-associated flow rule is generally
employed in the nonlinear hardening regime. A failure surface
is required to define the initiation of the strain-softening
regime in both tension- and compression-dominated stress
states. As soon as the failure surface is reached, either
the concrete elements are eliminated or a post-failure damage
model defined by the residual stress states is applied.

One of the major challenges associated with modelling
the behaviour of reinforced concrete is the difficulty of
incorporating realistic material models that can accurately
represent the physical system. Extensive research over the
past two decades has resulted in a variety of constitutive
models that are capable of representing the various aspects
of concrete behaviour61-67. Given the complex behaviour
of concrete, large number of distinctly different constitutive
models for concrete have been developed. Concrete material
formulations can be classified into elasticity-based models,
plasticity-based models, plastic-fracturing models, elastic-
plastic-damage models, and endochronic models.

5.2 Finite Element Modelling of Reinforced Concrete
The explicit FEM has proven to be an effective tool,

especially for transient and impact analyses.

5.2.1  Finite Element Modelling Techniques
The FEM for reinforced concrete structures have

Figure 3. Smeared formulation for reinforced concrete.
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5.2.1.2 Embedded Model
To overcome mesh dependency in the discrete model,

the embedded formulation allows independent choice of
concrete mesh, as shown in (Fig. 4). In this approach,
the stiffness of the reinforcement elements is evaluated
independently from the concrete elements, but the element
is built into the concrete mesh in such a way that its
displacements are compatible with those of surrounding
concrete elements. The concrete elements and their
intersection points with each reinforcement segment are
identified and used to establish the nodal locations of
the reinforcement elements. The embedded formulation
is generally used with higher-order elements. In concrete
structures where reinforcement modelling is complex,
the embedded representation is advantageous. However,
the additional nodes required for the reinforcement increase
the number of degrees of freedom (DOFs), and hence
the solution time. Further, researchers77 have found that
although analyses with the embedded representation
are in general more computationally efficient than those
with the discrete representation.

Figure 2. Typical uniaxial compressive stress-strain relation
for concrete.
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5.2.1.3 Discrete Model
In the discrete model, reinforcement is modelled using

bar or beam elements connected to the concrete nodes.
As a result, there are shared nodes between the concrete
element and the reinforcement element, (Fig. 5). Also, since
the reinforcement is superimposed in the concrete mesh,
concrete exists in the same regions occupied by the
reinforcement. The drawback of using the discrete model
is that the concrete mesh is restricted by the location of
the reinforcement. Full bond is generally assumed between
the reinforcement and the concrete. In cases where bond
issues are of importance, fictitious spring elements are
used to model bond slip between the concrete and the
reinforcement elements. These linkage elements connect
concrete nodes with reinforcement nodes having the same
coordinates. These types of elements have no physical
dimension at all and only their mechanical properties are
of importance.

that, when a slave node penetrates a master surface in
a time step, the algorithm automatically detects it, and
applies an internal force to the node (represented by the
spring) to resist penetration and keep the node outside
the surface. The internal forces added to the slave nodes
are a function of the penetrated distance and a calculated
stiffness for the master surface. The stiffness is computed
as a function of the bulk modulus, volume, and surface
area of the elements in the master surface. A static and
dynamic coefficient of friction of 0.8 was used between
different parts in contact.

5.4 Material Models
There are several material models to represent concrete,

which have been implemented in commercial software used
for simulation of concrete structures subjected to impact
loads. For example, the Drucker-Prager/Cap model and cracking
model are available in ABAQUS. LS-DYNA has several concrete
models designed for special purposes, which include erosion,
strain-rate effects, and crack extension, etc.82. The Winfrith
Concrete Model83,84 uses three invariants and four parameters,
taking account of strain-rate effects according to the CEB85

recommendations. This model has been validated for a number
of impact and blast cases. Other models in LS-DYNA86 include
Type 16 Pseudo Tensor Concrete/ Geological Model, Type72
Concrete Damage Model, Type 78 Soil/Concrete Model with
erosion and Type 96 Brittle Damage Model87. The RHT concrete
model was developed by Riedel88, et al. and implemented in
the general release of AUTODYN88,89. Various concrete material
models available in the literature are
� Drucker-Prager/cap model
� Winfrith concrete model
� Pseudo tensor concrete/geological model
� Concrete damage model
� Soil/concrete model
� Brittle damage model
� Schwer Murray cap model
� RHT concrete model
� Johnson and Holmquist concrete model (JH model)
� Gebbeken and Ruppert concrete model (GR model)

Despite the extensive research effort, especially in the
case of reinforced concrete structures, there is still a need
to develop a reliable material model capable of representing
the complex behaviour of different types of concrete structures,
and therefore it is still an active area of research.

Figure 4. Embedded formulation for reinforced concrete.
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Figure 5. Discrete model of reinforced concrete.
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5.3 Contact Algorithms
Several contact algorithms are available in the literature,

namely, frictional sliding, single-surface contact, nodes
impacting on a surface, tied interfaces, 1-D slide lines,
rigid walls, material failure along interfaces, penalty and
Lagrangian projection options for constraint enforcement
and fully automatic contact78-81. Details of a typical algorithm,
automatic-single-surface contact are enumerated:

This algorithm uses a penalty method to model the
contact interface between the different parts. In this approach,
the slave and master surfaces are generated automatically.
The method consists of placing normal interface springs
to resist interpenetration between element surfaces. An
example of this approach is illustrated in Fig. 6. It shows

Figure 6. Penalty method for contact algorithm.
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5.5 Observations
Various techniques namely, smeared model, embedded

model, and discrete model, are available for FEM of reinforced
concrete structural components. The techniques are to be
employed depending on the application and degree of
accuracy. Many material models are available to represent
the complex behaviour of the concrete structures subjected
to impact loads. Each material model has its own merits
and limitations. Several contact algorithms are available
in the literature, namely, frictional sliding, single-surface
contact, nodes impacting on a surface, tied interfaces, etc.
Appropriate contact algorithm has to be employed for
representation of realistic behaviour. From the review, it
is observed that the concrete damage model exhibits better
performance compared to other material models.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Extensive literature review has been carried out on

concrete structural components subjected to impact loading.
Critical review of empirical formulae, analytical models,
and numerical simulation techniques have been presented.
Empirical formulae on penetration depth, perforation and
scabbing limits, as well as their range of applications have
been presented. It is observed that the information available
on the validation of these models is limited. Hence, there
is wider scope to study and validate some of the well
known empirical formulae. Penetration resistance functions
play an important role in any analytical model. It is observed
that the major limitation is rigid projectile assumption. Hence
there is scope to develop new/improved analytical models
to represent projectile characteristics. The numerical simulation
of concrete structural components subjected to impact
loads is a complex phenomenon. It is observed that employing
appropriate material model for concrete, equation-of-state,
contact algorithm and definition of yield surface plays
significant role in the accurate simulation of concrete structural
components subjected to impact loads. Further, it is observed
that current state-of-the-art knowledge available in this
area is not adequate for accurate simulation. Hence, there
is need and scope to develop new methodologies in terms
of development of new/improved material models and contact
algorithms, which can be employed in nonlinear explicit
finite element analysis of concrete structural components
subjected to impact loading.
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Table 1. Various empirical formulae for penetration depth

Appendix  I

Imperial units SI units 
(i) Modified Petry formula13-15 
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KP = concrete permeability     
     = 0.00799 - massive PC,       0.00426 - normal RC 
     = 0.00284 - special RC 
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K = 6.36x10-4 - massive PC,     3.39x10-4 - normal RC  
   = 2.26x10-4 - special RC 

Remarks: The Petry penetration formula was originally developed in 1910. The modified Petry formula is one of the 
most common formulae used to predict the penetration depth in an infinite concrete target.  
 
(ii) Ballistic Research Laboratory, (BRL) formula15-19 
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Modified BRL formula for scabbing is20 
2sh x
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Remarks: The BRL formula was developed to calculate the penetration depth in concrete hit by a rigid projectile. 
 
(iii) Army Corps of Engineers (ACE) formula15, 18, 21 
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Remarks: The proposed expressions for penetration depth are more suitable under missile impacts. 
 
(iv) Modified NDRC formula15, 22, 23 
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where, N* = 0.72, 0.84, 1.0 and 1.14 for flat, 
hemispherical, blunt and very sharp noses respectively. 
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Remarks: This formula was proposed in 1946 by the US National Defense Research Committee based on ACE formulae. 
It was assumed that the contact force increased linearly to a constant maximum value when the penetration depth is 
small. 
 
(v) Whiffen formula24, 25 
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Where, a = maximum aggregate size 
Valid ranges: 
800<fc<10,000(psi)0.3<M<22,000(lb) 0.5<d<38(in) 
0<V0<1750(ft/s) and 0.5<d/a<50 for ogival projectile nose 
shapes of caliber radius between 0.8 and 3.5. 
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Ranges of application: 5.52<fc<68.95(MPa) 
0.136<M<9979.2(kg) 12.7<d<965.2(mm) 
0<V0<1127.8(m/s). 

Remarks: This formula was proposed based on the extensive range of wartime data from penetration studies of fragments 
on reinforced concrete and investigations involving larger ranges of projectile diameter and concrete aggregate size.  
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Imperial units SI units 
(vi) Amman and Whieney formula Kennedy15 
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Remarks: This formula was proposed to predict the penetration of explosively generated small fragments at relatively 
high velocities (>300 m/s). This formula is in similar form to the ACE formula and the NDRC formula. N* is the nose 
shape defined in the NDRC formula. 
 
(vii) Kar formula 26, 27 
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Where, E and Es are the Young�s moduli of the 
projectile and steel respectively.  
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The scabbing limit is given by 
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where, b = (Es/E)0.2. 

Remarks: NDRC formula was modified to obtain this empirical formula using regression analysis to account for both 
the size of aggregate and the type of missile material in terms of Young�s modulus E. If the material of the projectile is 
steel, the penetration depth prediction formula is identical to the modified NDRC formula. 
 
(viii) CEA�EDF perforation formula 28 

Not available 

Perforation limit formula, 
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where, H0 is the thickness of the target 
Remarks: Based on a series of drop-weight and air gun tests, CEA and EDF predicted ballistic performance of 
reinforced concrete slabs under missile impact. 
 
(xi) UKAEA formula29 
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Remarks: Based on extensive studies of the protection of nuclear power plant structures in UK, Barr incorporated 
further modification to NDRC formula, to account for the impact velocities. 
 
(x) Bechtel formula 30-34  
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The Bechtel formula for the scabbing limit for steel pipe 
missiles is 
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Remarks: This formula for the scabbing limit was developed by Bechtel Power Corporation and is based on test data 
applicable to missile impacts on nuclear-plant structures. The formula is essentially restricted to hard projectiles such as 
a solid steel slug or rod. 

 

Table 1. Contd..
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Imperial units SI units 
(xi) Stone and Webster formula33, 35 
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 in which the dimensional coefficient C is dependent on the ratio of the target thickness (H0) to the projectile 

diameter (d). For solid projectiles, C in Imperial units varies between 900 and 950 for H0/d between 1.5 and 3.0. 
If SI units are used, C varies from 0.35 to 0.37 when H0/d varies from 1.5 to 3.0. A linear relationship may be employed 
for calculation of C, i.e. C = 33.3(H0/d)+850.0 in imperial units or C = 0.013(H0/d) + 0.330 in SI units. The range of test 
parameters for this formula is 20.7(MPa) £  fc £ 31.0(MPa) and 1.5 £ hs/d £ 3.0. 
Remarks: This formula agrees very well with most of the experimental results. 

(xii) Degen perforation formula28, 36, 37  
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where x is determined from the modified NDRC formula.  
valid ranges: 28.4<fc<43.1(MPa), 25.0V0 £ 311.8(m/s), 
0.15<H0<0.61(m) and 0.10<d<0.31(m). 

Remarks: Based on a statistical analysis of the experimental data. 
 
(xiii) Chang formula38 

Not available  

Considering a flat ended steel cylinder impacting a 
reinforced concrete panel, Chang suggested a perforation 
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 and 
0.40.13

1.84

2MVh us 0
3d V d f0 c
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 where 

u is a reference valid range: velocity 
16.0 £ 0í £ 311.8(m/s), 0.11 £ M £ 342.9(kg), 

50.8 £ d £ 304.8(mm) and 22.8 £ fc £ 45.5(MPa). 
 

Remarks: First of its kind to use dimensionally homogenous equations. 
 
(xvi) Haldar�Hamieh formula39 

Not available 
0.0308 0.25251 , 0.3 4 a

x
 I I

d
= + £ £ ,   0.6740 0.567 , 4 21a

x
I I

d
= + < £ , 

1.1875 0.0299 , 21 455 a

x
I I

d
= + < £  

2

3

WNv
I =
a gd fc

 

(xv) Adeli & Amin formula19 
Penetration, perforation and scabbing are given by 

20 0416 0 1698 0 0045 for 0 3 4
a a a

x
. . I . I . I

d
= + - < <   20 0123 0 169 0 008 0 0001 for 4 213

a a a a

x
. . I . I . I I ,

d
= + - + £ <  

21 8685 0 4035 0 0114 for 0 3 21a a a

e
. . I . I . I

d
= + - < <  and 20.9060 0.3214 0.0106 for 0.3 21s

a a a

h
I I I

d
= + - < <  

which are subject to the restrictions, i.e 27<Vo<312(m/s), 0.7<Ho/d<18, 0.11<M<343(kg), d£0.3(m) and x/d £2.0 
Remarks: Based on the impact factor Ia defined by38 

 
 

(xvi) Healey and Weissman formula27   
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Remarks: Similar to the modified NDRC formula and the Kar formula 
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Imperial units SI units 

(xvii) Hughes40 

0 19 h hN Ix
. ,

d S
=  

where Nh is a projectile nose shape coefficient, which is 1.0, 1.12, 1.26 and 1.39 for flat, blunt, spherical and very sharp 
noses, respectively. Ih is a non-dimensional impact factor defined by 

3

2
0

h

t

MV
I =

d f
 and 1 0 12 3 In 1 0 0 03 hS . . ( . . I )= + +  

The perforation and scabbing limits are predicted by  

3 6 for 0 7
e x x

. .
d d d
= <  for

e x x
1.58 1.4 0.7

d d d
= + ³ , 5 0 for 0 7sh x x

. .
d d d

= <   1 74 2 3 for 0 7sh x x
. . . ,

d d d
= ³  

The formulae were verified in the range of available test data for Ih<3500. However, they are conservative when Ih <40 and 
Ho/d<3.5.  
Remarks: Based on assumption that the penetration resistance increases linearly in the initial stages and then decreases 
parabolically with the penetration depth. 
 
(xviii) IRS formula34  

Not available 
 

0.5 0.18 0.18
c c c

3703.376 82.152 exp[ 0.104 ]x f f f- -= + -  

Formula for total protection of a target against penetration, 
perforation and scabbing is 

0.5 0.18 0.18
c c cSVOLL 3913.119 132.409 exp ( 0.104 )f f f- -= + -  

Remarks: Requires only compressive strength of concrete 
 
(xix) Criepi formula41 

Not available 

2 3

0 2 2 4 2 3
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c
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in which Hr= 0.2m is the reference thickness of the slab.  
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where, u=61 m/s is the reference velocity 
Remarks: Modified form of Chang�s37 formula  
The perforation and scabbing limits which are determined by non-dimensional numbers and therefore independent of a 
particular unit system. 
 
(xx) Conwep formula12 

1 8222
for 2

1 8 0 5

.N W v
x= +d x> d

. .d f
c

 

N = Nose shape factor or nose performance coefficient  
                = 0.72+0.25 (CRH-0.25)0.5 
where, CRH = caliber radius head, i.e. ratio between ogive 
radius and the projectile diameter 

1 8

0 51 8

11 76
for 2

.

..

.   N  M  v
x= +d, x > d

d fc
 

Remarks: Widely used formula and generally agrees well with experimental values. 
 

Note:
M Mass of the projectile, lb (Imperial) or kg (SI)
f

c
Unconfined compressive strength of concrete,
psi (imperial)or MPa (SI)

d Diameter of the projectile, inch (imperial) or m (SI)
x Penetration depth, ft (imperial) or m (SI)
v Impact velocity, ft/s (imperial) or m/s (SI)

h
s

Scabbing limit, inch (imperial) or m (SI)
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